Hose Cut-Off Machine
Model No. 339 and 239

**Model 339**
Designed for heavy duty use. Will cut multi-braided wire reinforced hoses including 6 heavy spiral constructions up to 2" inside diameters. Model 339 comes equipped with 2 cut-off blades of a special scalloped construction.

- Equipped with a 3 HP motor 230V, 3 phase, 60 cycle.
- Dimensions: 22" wide x 42" long x 24" high
- Shipping Weight: 115 lbs.
- Replacement Scallop Cutting Blade (10" with 3/4" arbor size) Part No. 24248
- Replacement Smooth Cutting Blade Part No. 15960

**Model 239**
This is Model 339 with 230V single-phase motor Part No. 239

For additional information see Bulletin #4497-B11.

---

Hose Cut-Off Machine
Model No. 332T-115V

Power unit for quick, easy cutting of cotton or rubber covered fabric braid or wire reinforced hose. Equipped with 1-1/2 HP, 3450 RPM, 115/230V single phase electric motor wired for 115V. Belt driven cutting wheel of high speed steel, hardened and ground for smooth, dust-free, long-lasting service. Moving parts shielded by guards. Includes a Smooth Cutting Blade (8" with 5/8" arbor size)

- Model 332T-115V will cut:
  - two wire braid, 1-1/4" maximum
  - one wire braid, 2" maximum
  - four spiral, 1-1/4" maximum

- Replacement Smooth Cutting Blade (8" with 5/8" arbor size) Part No. 580661
- Replacement Scallop Cutting Blade Part No. 24398